
Course Title: Novice Debate

Instructor: Mr. Matthew Farmer

Email: matthewfarm@ubondedu.com

Term: Fall 2018

Date(s): Fridays

Time(s): 6:00-9:00 

Location: Ubond Nanshan Rm. 108


Syllabus 
Course Overview 

In this class, students learn the fundamentals of Public Forum Debate. This includes the basic 
skills underlying all debate activities and public advocacy such as argument, refutation, 
persuasion, use of evidence, and public speaking as well as the format, rules, preparation, and 
processes involved in Public Forum debate. By the end of this class, students should have a 
foundation of basic skills for all types of debate and advocacy. They also should understand 
the Public Forum debate process. 


Major Assignments 

1. Edit constructive speeches for time

2. Write rebuttal ‘blocks’

3. Write a new main argument

4. Judge debates and fill in the ballot

5. Deliver all four types of speeches more than once


Homework 

Homework assignments will include topic research and writing.  In general, students will be 
given time to complete all tasks during class. However, particularly during the first couple of 
classes or if a student feels the class is quite challenging, they may find it helpful to review their 
notes and practice their speeches at home. 


Requirements: 

Students are expected to have/bring the following to class:


1. A computer or tablet with the following installed:

a. Adobe Reader (free app) https://get.adobe.com/reader/

b. If Apple user, Pages.app and Numbers.app (updated)

c. If Microsoft user, Word.exe and Excel.exe (if you don’t have these, the teacher can give 

them to you if you arrange time before class)

d. An email account (preferably the student’s own email account that they know the 

password to)

2. The charger that accompanies the computer or tablet

3. A pen and paper
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Rules and Guidance: 

1.	 Be polite. In a speech class, this means that you should not speak during other 	 	 	
	 students’ speeches and should also listen carefully. 

2.	 Avoid tardiness. But, if you will be late or absent, notify the staff prior to the start 	 	
	 of class. Class will not be delayed after a break to make time for you to complete your 	 	
	 video game, amusing video, etc. 

4.	 Dispose of all garbage. 

5.	 Do not use computers, phones or tablets for non-class related purposes. 


Tentative Schedule: 

***Schedule is subject to change at teacher’s discretion per the needs of the students. 


Class Major Topic Minor Topics Objectives

1 Intro to Debate and PF -Interview

-Informal Debate

-PF format

-Get to know each 
other

-Public speech

-Debate format

2 Constructive Speech -Constructive speech format

-Types of claims

-Constructive speech editing

-Topic knowledge

-Format

-Time management

3 Crossfire -Constructive speech editing

-Crossfire questions 

-Time management

-Q&A skills/prep

4 Refutation -Constructive speeches + 
crossfire

-4-step refutation

-Block writing


-Public speech

-Refutation process

-Rebuttal speech prep

-Computer skills

5 Research -Search Engine use

-Block Writing


-Research skills

-Computer skills

-Teamwork

-Writing

6 Rebuttal Speech -Rebuttal Speeches + Crossfire
 -Public speech

-Refutation 

-Q&A

7 Flowing -Flow sheet format

-Pre-flowing

-Summary speech prep

-Note-taking

-Computer skills

8 Summary Speech Summary speeches + Redo -Refutation 

-Flowing 

-Time management

Class
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Feedback and Evaluation 

Students will receive continuous feedback either written or oral during the class from both the 
teacher and their classmates. All students are expected to provide thoughtful feedback on their 
classmates’ speeches and to listen carefully to each others’ performances. Videos of some of 
the speeches will be taken at intervals throughout the term and a thorough written evaluation 
will follow.

9 Final Focus Speech -Final Focus speeches + Redo

-Future of education/job market

-Weighing, evaluating, 
summarizing

-Public Speech

-Discussion

-Research

10 Tournament Prep -Partners/speaker division

-Write a new main argument

-Argument

-Research

-Writing 

-Teamwork

11 Tournament 
 -Debate twice

-Judge three times

Comprehensive

12

Major Topic Minor Topics ObjectivesClass
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